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Abstrat. Passive indoor loalization is an emerging tehnology for the detetion and traking

of transeiver-free entities using wireless infrastrutures. Customized wireless sensors are often

used for the aquisition of suitable wireless signals. In this work, neither hardware ustomization

nor dediated deployment are introdued. The wireless signal transmitted by standard Wi-Fi

aess points is proessed to solve an inverse problem for the real-time detetion of rowds.

Towards this end, a wavelet deomposition of the aquired data is ombined with a learning-

by-example (LBE ) strategy in order to learn the omplex relation between rowd presene and

signal perturbations. Experimental results show the apabilities of the proposed solution in

deteting people within a real Wi-Fi enabled test site. The obtained performane points out

that a standard Wi-Fi network an be pro�tably adopted as a low-ost and salable solution to

support rowd management in many appliative �elds.

1. Introdution

Passive wireless loalization is based on the idea that the presene of a target moving in a radio-

frequeny (RF ) environment a�ets the eletromagneti (EM ) propagation, espeially when

dealing with frequenies whose wavelength is omparable to the target size [1℄[2℄. Appliations

of passive loalization are related both to military (e.g., intrusion detetion, border protetion)

and ivil (e.g., patient monitoring in smart home, advaned management of smart museums,

shopping enters, airports, hospitals, et.) ontexts. Many approahes based on RF signal

proessing have been introdued [1℄, overoming the limitations of traditional traking systems

based on tehnologies suh as ameras and infrared, whih are limited to line-of-sight vision and

are prone to environmental onditions. The loalization and traking of individuals have reeived

muh attention [3℄-[5℄, while the estimation of rowd harateristis has been less investigated.

More reent works deal with the loalization [6℄, ounting, and ativity reognition [7℄ of multiple

subjets. These solutions often adopt dediated wireless networks for data aquisition, installed

in a way to exploit as muh as possible the shadowing e�ets of human bodies. Suh ustomization

makes the wireless network suitable for the loalization proess at hand, but impliitly limits

the opportunisti exploitation of existing wireless infrastrutures for loalization purposes. In a

onventional wireless �delity (Wi-Fi) senario, mobile devies like smart-phones, tablets, laptops,

are onneted to wireless aess points (APs) properly deployed to provide internet onnetion.

The wireless links between targets and APs are exploited by ative loalization methods to

aurately estimate the position of the mobile devies [8℄.
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In the literature, to the best of authors' knowledge, Wi-Fi networks already deployed to provide

standard wireless servies have been only partially investigated for the passive detetion of rowd

in large indoor areas. Some studies have veri�ed that the presene of a body in the proximity

of Wi-Fi APs a�ets the Reeived Signal Strength Indiator (RSSI ) stability [9℄, beause of

shadowing e�ets. However, the following hallenges related to the appliation of standard Wi-

Fi networks to the wireless loalization problem have not been fully addressed:

• The network stability and the quality of servie annot be a�eted by the introdution of

loalization methods. As a onsequene, no ustomization for the data aquisition an be

applied to the wireless devies.

• The position and the density of the wireless APs are de�ned to guarantee good overage

and signal stability to the end users. Suh objetives are opposite respet to that of wireless

loalization (i.e., deploy the system so that the target e�ets on the signal are maximized),

and onsequently the APs positions ould be inappropriate.

• Wi-Fi protools and standards onsider the adaptive ontrol of the available onnetion

parameters (e.g., transmission power, TX/RX antenna seletion, RF hannels, seletive

radio ativation, et.) to maximize the system performane, taking into onsideration the

RF noise and the lient mobility. Suh adaptive hanges lead to the stabilization of the RF

signal, important for onnetion servies but unsuitable for passive loalization methods.

In this work, an innovative approah for the real-time estimation of rowd presene in large

indoor areas overed by Wi-Fi signal is proposed. The approah is based on a learning-by-

example (LBE ) method [10℄-[13℄ for the automati learning of rowd e�ets aused on the Wi-Fi

signal. The RSSI aquired by a Wi-Fi sni�er is proessed by a wavelet deomposition proedure

aiming at the extration of representative features related to the rowd presene. A relation

between wavelet oe�ients and rowd harateristis is identi�ed and suessively exploited to

train a ustomized support vetor mahine (SVM ) lassi�er.

2. Passive Crowd Detetion Strategy

2.1. Features Extration from Wireless Signals

Let us onsider a Wi-Fi wireless network omposed by K APs deployed in known and �xed

positions rk, k = 1, ...,K , where r = (x, y, z) is the position vetor. Eah AP is positioned

and already on�gured to provide good wireless overage within the onsidered domain Ω.

Toward this end, it is assumed that the transmitting power P
(k)
TX , k = 1, ...,K, of eah AP

is ontrolled by the network manager and annot be modi�ed for loalization purposes. A

Wi-Fi sni�er is positioned within Ω in order to iteratively san the APs and aquire the

orresponding RSSI υk (rU , t), k = 1, ...,K, where rU is the position of the reeiving sni�er

(Fig. 1), and t the sampling time instant. The Wi-Fi sni�er is a standard Aess Point

on�gured to san the wireless hannel and save the available signal quality indiators on a

loal database. The sanning proedure is on�gured to aquire the RSSI values of all the

K wireless links between the sni�er and the APs (let us assume that the sni�er is within the

wireless overage of all the APs) at instants t = t0 +m∆t, being t0 the �rst aquisition instant,

∆t a onstant time interval, and m = 0, ...,M − 1 the samples of the aquired RSSI time series

{V }k = [υk (rU , t0) , ..., υk (rU ,m∆t) , ..., υk (rU , (M − 1)∆t)]. The {V }k, k = 1, ...,K RSSI

time series represent the data soure proessed to estimate the rowd presene. The rowd is

represented by a variable number of individuals 0 < P ≤ Pmax oupying the domain Ω.
In literature, experimental results obtained with wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have already

shown that orrelation between the RF signal strength and the rowd presene exists [14℄.

However, it has to be notied that suh orrelation is less evident using standard Wi-Fi

networks, also beause of the aforementioned hallenges. In order to e�etively highlight,
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Figure 1. Blok sheme of the proposed approah, from the aquisition of RSSI time series

{V }k, k = 1, ...,K, to the estimation of the rowd presene probability.

detet, and extrat the e�ets of rowd on the Wi-Fi signal, advaned proessing strategies have

been investigated. Among various wireless hannel analysis tehniques, wavelet deomposition

represents an elegant tool for the estimation of wireless signal harateristis [15℄. The wavelet

deomposition provides a representation of the signal at di�erent sales (also alled otaves in

the logarithmi sale). A signal an be represented by its approximation at any sale, and

signal patterns an be simultaneously analyzed at di�erent time-frequeny levels. The proposed

approah applies the Haar disrete wavelet deomposition to deompose the original RSSI signal

in suessive approximations

A
k

s = A
k

s−1 + C
k

s k = 1, ...,K (1)

where A
k

s = (as,e)
k
is the series approximation at the deomposition sale s = 1, ..., S, and

C
k

s = (cs,e)
k
are the orresponding oe�ients (or details) sets, e = 1, ..., Ns, being the oe�ient

index at eah s-th sale, and Ns, s = 1, ..., S the total number of oe�ient at eah s-th sale. For

the sake of larity, the �rst-level approximation is A
k

1 = A
k

0+C
k

1 , the seond-level is A
k

2 = A
k

1+C
k

2 ,

up to the last level A
k

S = A
k

S−1 + C
k

S . This formulation, aording to the basi Haar wavelet

theory, illustrates that the original signal an be represented with a low-resolution approximation

A
k

0, whih is the time series bias, added with multi-resolution details, as follows

{V }k = A
k

0 +

S
∑

s=1

C
k

s k = 1, ...,K. (2)

Inreasing the sale index is equivalent to enhane the time resolution of the details, up to the

highest sale S = log2 (M) (M being the samples of the onsidered RSSI time series). The

multi-resolution property of the wavelet oe�ients is exploited to analyze the RSSI properties

at di�erent sales, aiming at highlighting the e�ets of the rowd presene hidden in the omplex

pattern of the time series at hand. Toward this end, the terms

δks =
1

Ns

Ns
∑

e=1

∣

∣

∣
(cs,e)

k
∣

∣

∣

2
s = 1, ..., S; k = 1, ...,K (3)

have been alulated for eah k-th wireless link as simple indiators of the hanges between

two suessive approximations A
k

s and A
k

s−1, s = 1, ..., S. In presene of an unonventional
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perturbation in the RSSI time series, it is expeted that suh indiators are higher in

orrespondene to the time-frequeny ontributions of the perturbation itself. Aording to

this rule, the trend of the indiators δ =
[

δks ; s = 1, ..., S; k = 1, ...,K
]

is representative of the

perturbation aused by the rowd presene. The general behavior of the deomposed RSSI ould

be summarized with �the higher the perturbation aused by rowd presene, the higher the values

of indiators δ�. However, the relation between suh indiators and the rowd is not trivial,

espeially in the transition from empty to rowded onditions when the RSSI perturbations are

negligible. Suh an ambiguity introdues high omplexity in the exat estimation of the rowd

presene, whih an not be solved by applying simple thresholding strategies. On the ontrary,

the proposed approah aims at learning the behavior of the onsidered indiators respet to

the rowd presene and to orretly detet even small rowd. Toward this end, the evaluated

indiators δ are proessed by the LBE strategy desribed in Set. 2.2.

2.2. Learning Strategy for Crowd Wireless Detetion

A ustomized LBE method based on a SVM lassi�er [10℄ has been de�ned to learn the omplex

and non-linear behavior of the indiators δks , s = 1, ..., S, k = 1, ...,K, and suessively estimate

the rowd absene and presene. More in detail, the training set

{

(

δks , χn; s = 1, ..., S; k = 1, ...,K
)(n)

; n = 1, ..., N

}

(4)

has been de�ned as the olletion of N training samples. χn = ±1, n = 1, ..., N , is the binary

lass index that represents the a-priori information about rowd absene (χ = −1) and presene

(χ = +1). Eah input-output pair of the training set has been generated aording to the

following guidelines:

• Input : the input features δks , s = 1, ..., S, k = 1, ...,K, are evaluated starting from the

RSSI samples aquired at time instants t = t0 +m∆t, m = 0, ...,M − 1. For the olletion
of N training samples, a sliding window is applied on the RSSI data stream in order to

suessively proess multiple time periods starting at time tn0 = tn−1
0 +∆t, n = 2, ..., N .

• Output : the a-priori information χn, n = 1, ..., N , is assoiated with the input features

aording to a simple and unsupervised approah: prede�ned rowd absene/presene

patterns have been extrated from the a-priori knowledge of the atual rowd presene

within the monitored domain. The lass index χ = −1 has been assigned to data aquired

during absene time periods (e.g., during the night-time when Ω is empty), while χ = +1
to the data measured during the day when Ω is rowded. This simpli�ation in the labeling

of the training data has enabled the automati and online update of the training set simply

heking the daily hour and setting the lass index aordingly.

One the training set is generated, the problem is formulated as the de�nition of a suitable

deision funtion separating the two lasses χ = ±1. Toward this end, the SVM lassi�er de�nes

a linear disriminant funtion Ψ(·) in a higher dimensional feature spae, where the original

data are mapped through a non-linear operator ϕ. In the feature spae, the goal of the training

proedure is the de�nition of the hyperplane that maximizes the separating margin between the

training data belonging to the two lasses [10℄. Real-time inversions are then yielded during the

suessive on-line test phase by proessing previously-unseen input samples.

3. Preliminary Experimental Validation

A preliminary experimental result is reported and analyzed in order to assess the e�etiveness

and the urrent limitations of the proposed LBE inversion approah for rowd detetion. With
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Wireless link within the indoor domain Ω for experimental validation (a) and a

sample snapshot of the rowd presene ground truth taken by the surveillane system (b).

referene to Fig. 2(a), the onsidered domain is a real indoor test-site within the laboratories of

the ELEDIA Researh Center at the University of Trento, Italy.

The onsidered domain has geometrial size XΩ = 15 [m], YΩ = 45 [m], and eiling height ZΩ =
2.8 [m]. A Wi-Fi AP ompliant to the well-known ommuniation standard IEEE 802.11a/b/g

loated in r1 = (4.5 [m] , 43.0 [m] , 2.6 [m]) and with transmitting power P 1
TX = 18 dBm has

been onsidered the referene transmitter for the experiments at hand. The Wi-Fi sni�er has

been positioned in rU = (5.0 [m] , 1.2 [m] , 2.6 [m]) and the arising wireless link is 41.8 [m] long
(a single wireless link has been onsidered in this work to preliminary show the potentialities

of the proposed method). The sni�er has been on�gured to aquire RSSI values υk (rU ,m∆t)
with ∆t = 0.6 [sec] at the working frequeny f = 2.4 [GHz]. The aquired data are proessed

in slots of M = 64 time samples in order to apply a wavelet deomposition up to sale S = 6.
The indiators δ11 , ..., δ

1
6 have been omputed and used as input features of the learning strategy.

The training set size N has been alibrated in order to maximize the system performane in

terms of rowd detetion apability. Toward this end, the following performane indiator has

been de�ned

ε = 1− |H (P )− Pr {χ = +1}| (5)

where P is the atual number of people within Ω during the evaluation of the probability

Pr {χ = +1}, and H (·) is the step funtion

H (P ) =

{

1 if P > 0
0 otherwise

. (6)

The ground truth of the rowd absene/presene has been olleted using a surveillane video

amera installed for validation purposes [the view of the domain from the amera is shown in

Fig. 2(b)℄. The results of the rowd detetion versus the training set size, hanged in the range

200 ≤ N ≤ 24000, are reported in Fig. 3(a).

As expeted, the indiator ε ∈ [0÷ 1] is lower with small training sets and onverges to higher

values (ε > 0.7) when N inreases, sine an higher a-priori information is provided during the

training phase. Aording to the obtained results, the size of the training data set has been

alibrated to N = 7500, whih is the best trade-o� between the minimization of the training

set size (aiming at avoiding the well-known over�tting problem) and the maximization of the

performane indiator ε. The distribution of the seleted training samples respet to the number

of people P oupying Ω during the training periods has been reported in Fig. 3(b). As it

an be observed, the samples are uniformly distributed between Pmin = 1 and Pmax = 25.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Performane indiator ε versus training set size 200 ≤ N ≤ 24000 and (b)

distribution of N = 7500 training samples respet to the number of people 0 ≤ P ≤ Pmax,

Pmax = 25 oupying Ω during the training phase.

Figure 4. (a) Comparison between atual rowd absene/presene H (P ) and the estimated

probability Pr {χ = +1} during a 24 -hours time period; (b) long-term performane assessment

of daily rowd detetion inluding the weekend time period.

The samples aquired when P = 0 are assoiated to the lass χ = −1. Suh a distribution of

training samples has been hosen to guarantee well-balaned SVM lasses (N |χn=−1 = 3550 and

N |χn=+1 = 3950).
The illustrated experiment aims at validating the detetion apabilities during a 24 -hours time

period (M = 144×103, ∆t = 0.6 [sec]) haraterized by a highly time varying rowd onditions.

The method has been veri�ed using unknown test data aquired the day after the olletion

of the seleted training set (N |χn=−1 = 3550 have been olleted during the night-time from

time 01:00 [hh:mm℄ to 01:35 [hh:mm℄, while the remaining samples N |χn=+1 = 3950 during

the day-time with di�erent rowd onditions). Figure 4 shows the daily estimation of the rowd

presene probability Pr {χ = +1} ompared with the binary step funtion H (P ). The obtained
results learly show the orret estimation of the rowd absene/presene. As expeted, empty

area during the night-time aused Pr {χ = +1} = 0 with only negligible and isolated spikes

due to the intrinsi instability of the RSSI behavior, while rowd presene in the day-time has

been orretly estimated pointing out higher probabilities during the whole rowded time periods

(from 07:15 [hh:mm℄ to 20:10 [hh:mm℄. In partiular, it has to be notied that the �rst entrane

in the monitored area has been orretly deteted at 07:15 [hh:mm℄, even if only one target

individual (P = 1) was moving along the orridor shown in Fig. 2. The quality of the detetion

estimation reported in Fig. 4 has been quanti�ed by the performane indiator ε, whih turns

out to be equal to ε = 0.78.
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4. Conlusions

In this work, the problem of indoor passive detetion of rowd has been formulated as an inverse

problem and it has been addressed exploiting the RSSI information opportunistially aquired

from existing Wi-Fi APs. The RSSI time series has been deomposed by the Haar wavelet

to exploit its time-frequeny multi-resolution properties, and to pro�tably extrat the signal

patterns aused by rowd presene. A suitable SVM -based lassi�er has been ustomized to learn

the unknown relation between the rowd presene and the values of the wavelet oe�ients. The

apabilities of the proposed approah to estimate the rowd presene have been experimentally

veri�ed in a real indoor test-site. The obtained preliminary results have on�rmed the ability of

the method to detet the rowd.
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